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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to create for indus-
trial education a series of testing instruments, which 
when administered will objectively measure student pro-
gress in machine shop practices. The author has based his 
study on the hypothesis that within the structure of any 
vocational training program, a record of progressive a-
chievement must be recognized and evaluated. It is be-
lieved that these testing instruments will not only meas-
ure manipulative progressions, but will also evaluate task-
associated knowledges. It should be understood that these 
tests are devised primarily for testing purposes in a co-
operative industrial school, and should not be considered 
as a course outline of study procedures; neither are they 
to be construed as being a series of mechanical comprehen-
sion or aptitude tests. 
Within such limits of use they are intended to be 
of immediate value:-
1- To the teaching staff, in that they will 
a- offer measures for objective evalua-
tion of task abilities, and 
b- provide analytical measures for 
diagnostic purposes. 
2- To the administrative staff, in that they 
will 
a- assist in student selection for in-
dustrial placement and 
b- offer a means of checking on follow-
up of industrial training progress. 
One of the recurrent questions dogging mankind from 
the time when society first began to organize itself, down 
to our own troubled days has been this, "Is the workman 
worth his hire?" Answering it has posed many other ques-
tions including, "What specifically did the workman hire 
out to do?" "Just what is his potential ability?" 
It is significant, perhaps, that the earliest writ-
ten documents still extant, are not the great dramas, epic 
poems or historical chronicles, but "a very great abundance 
of the day to day memoranda of the people of Babylonia and 
Assyria, business accounts and ledgers of private firms, 
1J 
contracts drawn up in cuneiform". In other words, these-
ancient clay tablets measure the commercial worth of work-
men who died several millenia ago. 
Through the ages it has not been expected, in gener-
al, that the craftsman should govern nations:- yet as a 
jJ A.C. Moorhouse., Writing and the Alphabet, London, Cobbett 
Press, p.72. 
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writer of Ecclesiasticus said of them, 11 All these put their 
trust in their hands and each becometh wise in his own work. 
·Ti thout these shall not a city be inhabited ••.. They will 
maintain the fabric of the world, and in the handiwork of 
their craft is their prayer 11 .1f 
During the Middle Ages a great forward step was taken 
when workingmen established their own trade guilds, the reg-
ulations governing employment conditions, and most of all 
elaborate systems of apprenticeships and training, to insure 
a steady supply of experienced laborers skilled in the tech-
niques of the trades. In Italy, under the great Coun~ess 
Matilda (1052-1115), the guild system emerged so strongly 
as to 11 form the basis of the city government of Florence".Y 
Variations of these trade guilds persisted into mod-
ern times and crossed the Atlantic to the New World. Much 
interesting reading can still be found in the apprentice 
documents of Colonial America.2/ The nineteenth century, 
with its scientific advances and industrial revolution pro-
duced conditions which made it increasin ly necessary to 
maintain an effective system of supervised apprenticeships. 
i/ Ecclesiasticus XXXVIII, 31-34 
£1 W.L.Langer, ed., An Encyclopedia of World History, 
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1948, p.293 
2/ Esther Forbes, Paul Revere And The World He Lived In, 
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co~l942, Chap.~ 
3 
Today's enormous factories, assembly-line methods, 
and productions demand new approaches to technical training 
and raise more sharply than ever the age old quest1on, 11 I s 
the ·workman worth his hire? " Modern employers, pressed by 
business competition on the one hand and by mounting demands 
of labor unions on the other, must know the answer before 
hiring a prospective employee. There is little room for 
costly errors in judgment, particularly in the highly or-
ganized field of machine shop practices. 
As a direct result of these historical developments, 
the public school system has been increasingly called upon 
to become the training center for the factories of the na-
tion. Thus the educational trends within the public schools 
have expanded from the purely academic instruction to in-
clude education for industrial needs. The instructors in 
the school shop have taken over the educational work of the 
master craftsman. It is they who must now certify just what 
the school can do to make the workman worth his hire. 
An effective testing program is one means of reveal-
ing the relation between student qualification and indus-
trial need. It is hoped that through the use of the machine 
shop activity testing program here to be presented, a long-
range closer correlation between student training and in-
dustrial demands will result. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY AND AIMS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN ¥J.ASSACHUSETT.S 
A full and fair appreciation of the need for and pur-
poses of an objective system of testing instruments can be 
arrived at more readily by reviewing the history, aims, and 
regulations governing vocational education in Massachusetts. 
The establishment of vocational education as a part 
of the formal educational system of Massachusetts dates 
back to 1906, and is based upon the report submitted by 
the so called Douglas Commission: 
"The report, in 1906, of the Commission on 
Industrial and Technical Education, appointed by 
Governor Douglas in the preceding year, by author-
ization of the General Court (Chapter 4, Acts of 
1905) ••.. The Commission found •... that the hap-
hazard and uneven preparation of employees in 
skill and in indust:;rj.al intelligence was already 
a serious problem".11 
The far reaching recommendations of the report are 
based upon the concept that vocational education is "educa-
tion of which the primary purpose is to fit pupils for pro-
fitable employment".Y 
i/ The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Bulletin of the De-
partment of Education, Number 5, Whole Number 326., p.6 
E) Ibid., p.6 
5 
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Pupil Admission 
The basic qualifications for governing the admission 
of students to the vocational education program, established 
by statutory requirements are: 
"PUpils must be at least fourteen years 
of age:- must have made a deliberate choice 
of the occupation in which they are respec-
tively enrolled:- must show presumptive ab-
ility to profit by the instruction and to 
succeed in the chosen occupation". 1/ 
From these two facts it will be noted that vocation-
al education was organized to meet the needs of adolescent 
students whose interests and aptitudes were vocational. 
Physical Organization 
To implement the law, the Department of Education 
of the State of Massachusetts was faced with planning and 
creating suitable facilities for carrying out an effective 
policy of vocational education. 
Over a period of time it divided the field of voca-
tional education into the following four units:-
1- Trade and Industry 
2- Household Arts and Adult Homemaking 
3- Agriculture 1/ 
4- Distributive Occupations 
1/ Ibid., p. 34 
Y Ibid., p.7 
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In all of these areas instruction is now offered to 
either males or females in 
1- day schools and general vocational de-
partments in day schools 
2- part-time schools 
3- part-time cooperative schools and indus-
trial departments in part-time coopera-
tive schools 
4- evening schools. 
This paper, however, is concerned with only the 
firs.t of these four units: viz., "trade and industry, 
part-time cooperative schools". 
Cooperative Industrial Schools 
for Machine Shop Practices 
Massachusetts has four cooperative industrial 
schools for training machine shop practices:-
East Boston High School 
Hyde Park High School 
Beverly Trade School 
Cole Trade School1/ 
The supervision of these schools depends on the 
joint administration of the local school systems and the 
1/ Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division of Vocational Ed-
ucation, A Guide to Vocational Education in the Common-
wealth 
7 
State Department of Education - Division of Vocational Edu-
cation. 
The funds for maintaining these schools are obtained 
from the local school budgets, plus subsidized state and 
federal funds allocated by the Smith Hughes Act of 1917, 
later supplemented by the George Dean Act. 
The schools follow a balanced schedule which allows 
one half of the time for shop training and one half for re-
lated subjects and physical training. Through the curricu-
lum every effort is made to develop the students attending 
these schools in a fashion that will enable them to go out 
into the community and into their respective industrial es-
tablishments equipped for living and working with others. 
The purposes and aims of cooperative education are 
based on the following concepts:-
1- That the cooperative industrial school 
recognizes the possibilities inherent in 
vocational education. 
2- That it must advance a type of education 
which recognizes interests and aptitudes, 
and prepare the individual to do the im-
portant tasks involved in bringing them 
to fruition. 
3- That vocational education will offer a 
8 
9 
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direct contr bution to those seeking imme-
diate preparation for life ' s work. 
4- That t e study will terminate in grad-
ua tion and with the av1ard of a certifi-
cate and diploma. 
The author expresses his belief that a sound 
strengthening agent of a testing program for shop activi-
ties, to measure objectively the student ' s educational sta-
tus, will add materially in enhancing the purposes and aims 
of the expressed Act and its subsequent regulations. It is 
his intent to advance a plan of educational testing which, 
when administered and recorded, will measure the degree of 
adherence to vlhich these expressed concepts are and can be 
fulf lled. 
CHAPTER III 
PURPOSE ru~D NEED OF TESTING INSTRUMENTS IN THE 
SHOP ACTIVITIES OF AN EDUCATIOUAL PROGRAM 
At the very outset, it must be recognized that the 
educational procedures in cooperative industrial schools 
differ. No two schools follmv the same plan: in fact, it 
is rare for two shops within the same school to follow an 
identical training pattern. 
The reasons for this lack of uniformity are prima-
rily caused by differences in 1,- the layout and equipment of 
the respective shops and 2,- the qualifications, interests, 
strengths and emphases, and background of the teaching 
staff. Obvious secondary differences arise from the indivi-
dual problems of the student and from the varying demands of 
industry. 
Since state and federal administrative regulations 
for cooperative industrial education specifically require 
that a 50-50 schedule be followed, i.e. one half of the 
curricula hours be allocated to shop training and one half 
to related subjects and physical education , a certain 
amount of coordination, of course, does exist . This coor-
dination involves class room instruction and training 
either in the school, shop , or within industry. 
. ~I 
. . 
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Two broad 'educational plans are substantially 
follO\"led:-
1- One week of class room study alternating 
with one week in the school shops or 
2- One week of class room study alternating 
with one week out in industry. 
In both approaches the class room instruction remains con-
stant. That portion which concerns the shop and the stu-
dent, however, is variable. Herein the student is subject 
to change of educational environment:- for example, read-
justment to new personalities, changing industrial tempo, 
new working conditions with increased manual and emotional 
responsibilities. 
Furthermore, local situations often give rise to a 
third plan, wherein the student has not only been subject 
to a change from plan 1 to plan 2 in his earlier experi-
ences, but after a period of training in industry, is re-
turned to the school shop for additional training. This 
third plan requires both re-evaluation of task abilities 
and student re-adjustment to the class. 
These intermittent shop changes create a continuing 
condition of flux within the training program which result 
in disjointed educational progress. This in turn invites 
subjective evaluations of student achievements. 
"1_ 
A still further complication stems from the fact 
that neither shop study plan provides for simultaneous ad-
vancement of the group as a 'v/hole. Cooperative industrial 
education, as it relates to its shop activities is, by its 
very nature, based on the individual's ability to achieve. 
Appended to the needs already pointed out are the 
following factors, some of which are unusually significant 
in industrial education:-
1- shop classes are heterogeneous in student 
composition in that they are composed of 
a- an amalgam of sophomores, juniors 
and seniors, which make for age and 
size differences 
2-
b- a diversity of mechanical aptitudes 
c- a variation of intelligence quotients 
d- a variance in the degree of student 
application. 
shop facilities for instruction are not 
uniform:-
a- equipment is not laid out with refer-
ence to a common unit of instruction: 
for example, lathe work is not laid 
out for the exclusive use of sopho-
mores 
1.2 
II 
b- the aggregate equipment varies in 
amount and content: i.e., the type 
and number of training stations are 
not consistent. 
3- the teaching of related information, from 
school to school, is not necessarily inte-
grated with respective shop activities. 
More obviously, it will vary with school 
shops and industrial shops. 
4- under present conditions, shop teachers, 
industrial foremen and administrative per-
sonnel lack uniform methods for evaluating 
student progressions, and so present opin-
ions which are largely subjective. 
Thus, by way of recapitulation, it is clear that the 
program of cooperative industrial education is based upon 
so many diffusing factors that by its very nature it pro-
vokes some system of testing which will produce demonstrably 
objective evaluations. This was recognized as early as 1911 
when included in the administrative regulations we find 
"Some definite method of checking, in-
specting and routing the pupil through a 
series of projects, calculated to give the 
desired instruction is necessary. This can 
be accomplished ...• carefully planning the 
:13 
specific requirements which the pupil is to 
meet and deal with ••.. 1/ 
The purpose and need of testing instruments in the 
shop activities of an educational program extend, h owever, 
beyond the immediate needs of co-ordinating the evaluation 
of student progress. The acceptance of coopera tive indus-
trial education into the field of industry is dependent up-
on the ability of the school to produce a student whose 
value will be of measurable worth to its purchaser. In 
other words, the school must certify that the "workman is 
worth his hire". This necessity demands a school of in-
creasing tempo, closely corresponding to contemporary in-
dustrial demands. The individual must be adapted, by his 
training, to the exacting needs of the modern work shop. 
The tradition of American education has always tend-
ed to mould individuals adjusted to the world in. which they 
are to take t heir place. More specifically, it has e quipped 
its industrial workers for their particular responsibili-
ties. When one considers that a century ago it took a cap-
ital of only @557 to provide tools, machines, and plant 
facilities for t h e American factory worker, and that today 
it takes eleven times as much capital, or a total of over 
$6,000 for the corresponding worker, the obligation upon 
i/ Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Information Relating to 
the Establishment and Administration of State-Aided 
SChools Bulletin 1940, Number 5, Whole number 326, p.33 
" 
I 
the vocational schools of the country to develop effective 
teaching programs is truly compelling.l/ Only if vocation-
al education keeps pace with the mounting demands for effec-
tively trained youth will it fulfill its intended purpose. 
More effective control ofstudent progress through 
more exact testing instruments is perhaps the most direct 
means of increasing efficiency of school shop techniques, 
thus paralleling the industrial development of industry. 
Summary 
As has been stated, the complexities of a coopera-
tive industrial training program, its administrative regu-
lations, student differences, and teacher sub.jective tend-
encies, combine to present a pressing need for a progress 
testing program, to bind its intricacies together. Second-
ary needs stem from the increased costs of vocational edu-
cation and the multiplying efficiencies of industry with 
its concomitant demand for highly trained workmen. In 
light of these pressing factors, vocational education is 
constantly being called upon to re-evaluate its own train-
ing program. The need for strengthening educational pro-
cedure is in evidence. The author feels that a well 
planned unit of shop practice tests is in order. 
1/ Trends, Vol. 5, No. 8, New York, National Association 
of Manufacturers. 
i . 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH 
Many studies, including those of testing instruments, 
are now available which purport to predetermine mechanical 
interests, comprehensions and aptitude factors. Systematic 
investigation can produce a number of industrial tests and 
technical information tests for machinists, for post educa-
tional analysis.1/ Between the pre and post educational 
lies the area of supervised vocational training and its de-
monstrable need for a testing structure. Unfortunately, 
even a careful search for progress record tests covering 
this period reveals little material of an objective nature 
which can be accepted for use in the vocational schools. 
The author, in his research, was limited to material 
which would correlate with a typical part-time industrial 
school. This type of program calls for three years of 
training, or sixty shop weeKs, with units of approximately 
twenty-seven training hours. In total hours this means, 
1620 hours of training, reinforced by such additional hours 
as the student has worked in industrial plants outside of 
the regular school program. 
1/ For selected list of such tests see bibliography p. 30 
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Study of progress records for schools show that in 
Massachusetts at least, the dominant practice has been to 
determine progression either in terms of hours of applica-
tion at each fundamental practice: i.e. rough turning x 
hours, or in terms of progressive accomplishment in the job 
task, for example:- evaluated as: i done, t done ••. or com-
pleted. 
It is the opinion of the author that progress deter-
mined under either of these plans cannot be objectively sub-
stantiated. Hours of application in themselves, unless tied 
up with a defined task, do not necessarily determine the 
nature and degree of progression, and therefore cannot be 
considered as an objective means of measurement. The same 
may be said of a job task evaluated when it is only partial-
ly completed. Mechanical tasks carry with them predeter-
mined and definite associations, which include limitation 
in size and quality of workmanship, together with a working 
duration norm. Thus, it would seem, objective appraisal 
placed on a task which is only partially completed cannot 
be merited. 
In his research, the author was able to find many 
teaching programs designed for all inclusive and progress-
jj ive presentation of machine shop practices. In no instance, 
however, was he able to find an established testing program 
II 
:I 
II 
to parallel these presentations. It would seem that herein 
lies the opportunity for a constructive study in testing 
for progress record purposes. These testing factors should 
so be devised as to eliminate subjective impressionistic 
ratings of the student, and in so doing also determine a 
quantitative and qualitative analysis. It is hoped that 
the author's work with this problem will promote further 
discussion by others in the field and thereby justify it 
as history in the making. 
Because of the vlri ter' s hypothesis that all job tasks 
carry a need for associated information, the correlative 
purpose of his research was to ascertain if testing materi-
al was available which would measure the student's ability 
to carry with the job, the related knowledge of the job it-
self. If that hypothesis is granted, it would clearly be 
advisable that the coordination of task and technical relat-
ed factors be included in one test, since that type of test-
ing would result in a more thorough and understanding eva-
luation of the student abilities. 
One outstanding psychologist has defined linkages of 
knov;ledge and responsibility as part of the "linkage theory 
of maturity" )J This theory sees man as one who learns to 
y H.A.Overstreet, The Mature Mind, Nevl York, W.v/.Norton 
Co., ps. 68-75 
I 
II 
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live by, and through, relationships of thought and action. 
It is hoped that the writer's combined manipulative and 
mental faculties tests will, in part, contribute to life's 
educational process of developing this theory of maturation, 
that from isolated particulars grow an appreciation of the 
world of wholes:- a fuller realization of the "wholes of 
meanings" . 11 
Appended to this paper, included in the bibliogra-
phy, reference is made to a compilation of tasks issued in 
book form, which represents a collection of studies in ma-
chine shop practices. It also includes a quiz of informa-
tion relating to the respective job.~ This, in part, sub-
stantiates an hypothesis that in vocational work, job tasks 
and associated knowledges should be closely correlated and 
can be included in one test appliance. 
It is believed that the inclusion of questions of a 
factional nature relating to respective job tasks, within 
the structure of testing instruments will result in:-
1- ascertaining a fuller comprehension of 
the student understanding 
1/ Ibid., p.69 
~ J.W.Barritt, E.T.Larson, Machine Shop Operations, 
Chicago, Ill., American Technical Society, 1943 
1_9 
2- providing an analytical survey which will 
prove of value for diagnostic purpose 
3- assisting the administration in the pre-
paration of more effective coordination of 
shop activity, and class-room teaching of 
associated informations, and finally 
4- stimulating the student for further need of 
insight into work relationships. 
20 
CHAPTER y 
THE ~mTHODS OF PROCEDURE FOLLOvffiD IN CONSTRUCTING 
THE TESTING INSTRill~NTS 
In order to establish a valid foundation on which to 
base a series of objective testing instruments, the suthor 
studied the literature of machine shop practices, sent a 
questionnaire, and finally conducted a meticulous study of 
one school to obtain a working practicability of the tests. 
As a result of this three-fold study it appeared that 
a working order could be established and a constructive plan 
of testing could be formulated. The following procedures 
were pursued in the development of the tests:-
1- For that portion of test relating to the 
manipulative task 
a- research data of available test 
material was weighed, 
b- an analysis of existing training 
programs was made, 
c- an operation sheet of common prac-
tices was established, as a basis 
for the outline of the tests. 
The results of the analysis disclosed certain common 
dexterity practices. A composite of these general practices 
21 
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was then tabulated. Practices of an isolated nature pe-
culiar to one particular school's needs, however, were not 
included. 
Machine Shop Practices Established 
as an Outline for Tests. 
1- Lathe 
a- rough turning 
b- finish turning 
c- angular turning 
d- thread cutting 
e- drilling and reaming 
f- boring 
g- chucking 
2- Drill 
a- centering 
b- plain drilling 
c- layout for drilling 
3- Milling Machine 
a- plain milling 
b- end milling 
c- angular milling 
d- indexing 
4- Shaper and Planer 
a- rough 
b- finish 
c- angular 
5- Grinding 
a- straight 
b- taper 
6- Miscellaneous 
a- use of scale 
b- micrometer 
It will be noted that certain seemingly important 
task tests have been eliminated from the category:- the 
grinding of tools, for example. These have been omitted be-
II 
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cause, in the opinion of the test maker, they involve cer-
tain complexities that prove too advanced for the student 
to understand against the background of its parallel relat-
ed information, and because it is felt that untested items 
will be indirectly tested through the manipulative tasks in-
corporated in the tests which are advanced. 
Written Responses Portion of Tests 
The portions of the tests which require written re-
sponses were inserted with seven specific purposes in mind:-
1- to test for the immediate knowledge nec-
essary to carry the job task to completion 
2- to test for related knowledge closely al-
lied with the job, but not vital for job 
completion 
3- to determine the student's ability to 
carry over academic information into the 
field of industrial work, 
4- to provide the class room teacher of tech-
niques with a skeleton outline of coordi-
nate job task values, for teaching purposes, 
• 
5- to test for class and shop correlation ef-
ficiency 
6- to test for student graded interests be-
yond the scope of dexterity, 
p 
I 
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7- to provide a summation of certain asso-
ciated test questions, whose written re-
sponse will provide a basis for remedial 
teaching. 
CHAPTER VI 
Sill~~y AND CONCLUSIONS 
The field of machine shop practices, in its entire-
ty , is so broad and varied that breaking it down into its 
component parts for an educational training program is no 
simple undertakin . The inherent difficulties do not mean, 
however, that no effort should be made. It is understood 
that the scope of vocational school testing implements 
should only be consistent with its training program, or 
the student's opportunity and ability to absorb its parts. 
Beyond this, educational testing of tasks and associated in-
formations have no value in a vocational school. 
One of our modern historians has said that a good 
guess is often the foundation of good history .... good 
guessing is not a haphazard process.1/ It may be said that 
in the construction of tests one must of necessity also em-
ploy reasonable deductions, as well as the testimony of 
other instructors in the field. In the compilation of each 
test advanced, the work order and its accomp~nying quiz had 
to be carefully weighed. The test program is based upon 
the author's formed opinion of good, but not decisive, rea-
soning. Decisive reasoning cannot be strictly adhered to 
i/ Isabel Warrington Heaps, Five Marys, New York, Abingdon 
Cokesbury Press, p.7 
25 
, 
when tasks and information factors are so multifarious. 
By reason of administrative regulations, the author 
was cognizant in the construction of the tests, that each 
test job be of productive value when completed. He was also 
conscious of the fact that the program should not be time 
consuming to the extent that it interfers materially with 
the established training program. In reference to this, it 
is felt that the time consumed, in part at least, can be 
credited as both educational and productive in nature. 
Twenty-four manipulative tests have been established, 
with approximately one hundred and fifty associated ques-
tions. These tests coordinate with the fundamental prac-
tices outlined in Chapter V. This overview test program 
result should constitute a somevThat inclusive picture of 
the student acquisition. 
The program is now being processed, through student 
participation, in one cooperative industrial school. It has 
already been established in the author•s opinion, that the 
test experiences are providing a well needed medium for the 
orientation of combined theory and task values. This new 
experience in testing has brought about a realization on 
the part of the student, that related theories and shop tech-
niques must be retained as an integral part of his machine 
shop practices. The tests have also provided a motivation 
J 
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for keeping note books, consulting handbooks of technical 
information. It is also evident that testing, with a poten-
tial school grade evaluation, has induced student reflec-
tion:- that a closer check on his application, for both 
time and quality of workmanship, is being observed. He has 
become aware that the results of these tests will determine, 
in a measure, his progress and opportunity to enter the 
part-time industrial phases of work. 
It was early recognized that this new structure of 
comprehensive testing was in need of a supporting program 
of preparatory instruction. Measures for more effective 
teaching were in order. The author enlisted the cooperation 
of one instructor of related shop techniques, who has ap-
praised the testing program and is now developing and pre-
senting a teaching program of associated science which 
closely parallels the purposes and needs of the test objec-
tives.l/ This added correlation should stimulate the nee-
essary collective rationalization. A record of the associa-
ted teaching covering each test, and also the time of its 
presentation are being forwarded to the shop instructor. 
The shop teacher, as a result of this cooperation, is in a 
position to present the tests with reasonable assurance 
that all related content has been previously covered. 
1/ Thomas 0 1 Laughlin, Hyde Park High School, Boston, Mass. 
27 
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At present, the testing program is being processed 
with approximately forty pupil s , proportioned amongst soph-
omores , juniors, and seniors, which is yet too small i~ 
number to warrant conclusive decisions. It may be said, 
however, that the formal use of the task portion of the 
test has proved to be of definite value as an objective a-
gent for evaluating qualitative shop practices. Quantita-
tive appraisement of work must be left until such time as 
additional test results are available in sufficiently 
large quantity to establish reliable time norms. 
The administrative recording of information and re-
sults has been considered. The author has prepared a sum-
mary record index plan to accompany the program. This rec-
ord contains first, the date when the related task infor-
mation was presented by the instructor of associated knowl-
edges, and secondly, the quantitative and qualitative re-
V 
sults of the individual's response to each test . It is 
planned that this record of cumulative results be advanced 
with the class to subsequent treachers, or to the ad~inis-
trative staff for such appraisal as it may wish to make. 
1/ Copy included with tests in Part II 
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PART II 
THE TESTING PROGRAM 
VHTH DETAilED INTERPRETATION 
OF ITS OBJECTIVES 
I 
THE TESTING PROGRAM 
Wherein Part I is devoted to outlining the purpose., 
need and procedure for the construction of testing instru-
ments of machine shop practices, the author in Part II, pre-
sents the program with explanations and clarifications of 
its adherent objectives. 
The program consists of twenty-two manipulative ap-
praisals covering the major fundamental machine processes, 
~coupled with approximately one hundred and fifty associated 
shop science questions. It should be emphasized that the 
author has stated in Part I that in the compilation of the 
material for such tests, the work order and the accompany-
ing quiz had to be carefully weighed. The author's formed 
opinion is not to be construed as decisive. Machine shop 
practices provide task and related science information fac-
tors of such preponderance that conclusive reasoning for 
each test and its accompanying examination, is always held 
in abeyance. It is to be understood that these specimen 
tests should not be substituted for other tests, however, 
unless the substitutions are accompanied by objectiv~ 
measures. 
In the presentation of the tests the author has had 
II 
II 
---~-----~-11_~ 
• 
in mind the student reactions. He has so arranged the pro-
gram that, among other things, the results will create an 
awareness on the part of the student, that there is need 
for retaining relationship of knowledges. 
It will be noted that the tests contain question 
matter which is taught foreign to his immediate shop exper-
iences. These pertain to mathematics, drawing, shop sci-
ence, and certain techniques:- all of which are educational 
integrals taught outside of his school shop class. These 
tests will solicit responses designed to encourage the 
11 value of wholes". 
TeBts and their Objectives 
Test 1 Use of scale 
a- knowledge of fractions 
b- working concept of units 
c- spatial relations 
d- objective measurement 
Test 2 Use of the micrometer 
a- nomenclature 
b- conversion values:- fractions to 
decimal equivalents 
c- reading comprehension 
Test 3 Centering round stock 
a- working knowledge of hermaphrodite 
calipers, center head and scale, bell 
center, scriber, center punch combina-
tion drill and countersink and hammer. 
Test 4 Lathe- rough turning 
a- material 
b- appreciation of size and use of out-
side calipers 
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c- tolerance 
d- names of cutting tools 
e- operation of machine 
Test 5 Lathe- finish turning 
a- addition and subtraction of fractions 
b- working use of the micrometer 
c- appreciation of limited sizes 
d- close machine manipulation 
Test 6 Lathe- rough taper turning 
a- machine nomenclature and purposes 
b- mathematical interpretation of a 
formula 
Test 7 Lathe- finish taper turning 
a- further understanding of practical 
needs of a formula 
b- additional understanding of machine 
manipulation (taper attachment) 
c- use of handbook and names of common 
standard tapers 
d- differentiating of materials 
Test 8 Lathe- angular turning 
a- additional machine manipulative com-
prehension:- compound 
b- degree measurement 
c- understanding the purposes of "hard 
and soft 11 materials 
Test 9 Lathe- chucking 
a- purpose of universal and independent 
operated chucks 
b- task of "trueing up" a piece of 
material 
Test 10 Lathe- drilling and machine reaming 
a- sequence value of operations 
b- allowances for reaming:- use of the 
machine reamer 
Test 11 Lathe- boring 
a- boring to exacting size:- use of in-
side calipers and transfer to the 
micrometer 
b- inside boring and counterboring 
c- evaluation of sequence of operations 
I' 
II 
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Test 12 Lathe- threading 
a- threads: National coarse and fine 
b- grinding tools to thread form 
c- threading procedures:- use of 
machine dials, etc. 
Test 13 Drills 
a- names of specific parts and their 
purposes 
b- task of properly grinding drills 
Test 14 Drilling 
a- use of dividers for accurate layout 
b- mathematics:- chord, circumference, 
interpretation and use of formula 
results 
c- measurement "over plugs" 
d- operation of drill press 
e- The author suggests that this same 
test and test piece be expanded to 
include spot facing, counterboring 
and countersinking 
Test 15 Drilling and tapping 
a- tap differentiation 
b- national coarse and fine 
c- selection of tap drills 
Test 16 Shaper and shaping 
This test sample piece is designed 
with various intents 
a- for use as a specimen for simple 
machine manipulation:- learning to 
"square up", which in turn requires 
the understanding and use of the 
square 
b- for angular machining, degree meas-
urement, knowledge of clapper box 
features 
c- for knov1lede;e and ability to measure 
over rods 
d- for evaluating student ability to 
solve the related problems in trig-
onometry 
Note 
It is to be understood that the time 
involved in doing this test is to be 
based on such part or parts as the 
tester wishes to incorporate 
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Test 17 Shaper- cutting a keyway 
a- knowledge of keyways and keyway 
dimensions 
b- grinding the tool for accuracy 
c- determining central tool setting 
Test 18 Planer- plain and angular machining 
a- mathematics:- ge.ometry (parallel 
lines cut by a transversal) 
b- experience of working without a 
vise 
Test 19 Planer- advanced work 
a- parallel adjustment of the rail 
br knowledge of down feed adjustment 
c- perception for the need for "square" 
Note 
The author presents this test with 
reservations. He is aware that the 
test is time consuming, and also em-
bodies preliminary training that 
may not be justified in all coopera-
tive industrial training programs. 
The test will justify itself only as 
its respective training program 
calls for it 
Test 20 Milling Machine- Plain and form cutting 
a- elevation and cross feed values 
b~ radius cutters 
c- cutter rotation 
Test 21 Milling Machine- End milling 
a- vertical milling 
b- sequence of operations 
c- law of leverage 
Test 22 Milling Machine- Indexing 
a- gear tooth values 
b- selection of gear tooth cutters 
c- indexing 
Test 23 Grinding- straight and taper 
a- machine manipulation for straight 
and taper work 
b- lapping 
c- trueing the wheel 
----~ 
II 
~ 
3 r::: .  .) 
I 
,, 
Test 24 Forging 
a- hand and eye coordination 
b- appreciation of heat and color 
values 
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BLOCff A 
T/fc Ct/STOMARY Lc!VGT/7 0~ /'1 /YAC//'//11/ST Rt/L£ /S 
T/l'c 0'/V/T "! HINCit 1s D/1/IOco INTO s-f "scALES. 
[ 
H 
~ // 
6 // 
TRf/£ - /""A L S£ 
HOW MANY ; " U/VITS 1/V //, //VC/1 _ __ _ ___________ ,L---~ 
110w NA/YY 8 T//5 1/V THRt:£ c;Jf/ARTcRS or A/V //VC# _ ____ L--~ 
T/7£ SNALLcST L//VIT ON T//c RULE /.5 / I I /000' / 00 ~ 64- - - - -
.----1 
~ OF AN 1/VC/7- # AS /TOM/ IYA/VY 3~ /liDS. ------ ____ ...___~ 
/ 
32 /V..O c,..c AN //VC/.1' /.5 LJ/Y/LJL:O //VTO _ __ -'- _________ _ L---.....j 
/TOW /VA/VY Or T/7£ 5'#ALLf.5T t/'/V//5 ARE /IV'/ ///NC/7 ___ ....___ _ _, 
: "CO/VTAI/VS 
~ "co/VTA!A/5 
I 
#OW MA#Y 16 T/7'S - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'----I 
/ 
,.?/01-1/ ~ANY 32 /VOS. _____ - - - - - - - - _....___-< 
------- -------- __ .___-I 
U 
9 
I I 
/lOW to/ANY 6~ T/75 1/11 16 -
II I II 
;;_ IS WhAT ReLATION TO z: ______ __________ ....___-I 
9 // 
;; 15 W/fAT RcLAT/0/V TO 16 ___ -- ---------_..___-I 
T/7'RE£ 4-8" c;Jt/ARTffi!S Or A!V INC!i CONTAINS M TRV£ -,FALSE __ _ 
\ 
..------1 
WHAT 15 T/1£ LENGTh' or CJLOCK A := _______ __ - -"-------1 
!/VCREA5c " 
1\ // /. 
.8LOCA' A LEIYGT/7 64- ___________ _ L----1 
1/VC.REASE 
I n 
/T..5 LE/1/GT/1 32 _______________ '----1 
0£CR£A5c 
., 
•' / / I 
8LOCI( A L.E/VGT/1 i4- - ------------ -"-----' 
T/NE STA£T£D TIMe COMPLcTC:D TOTAL TIME 
/VA ME CLA55 .OATE ;-"£AC/1£RS R £NARK5 GRAOf 
I I 1 
NAME PARTS 's // 
--------
~ - ' _________ "T_" ___________ __ \k? ¥ 
------------
THe MICROMETeR R.CA.OS J1//7AT PART or A/V //VCd 
" -T/1£ NUMERICAL YALU£ / 0/V Tdc BARREL NcANS W/TAT 
T/7'C LINES ~ 8C TM/Ef/V '0 pAN£> / p RLFER TO 
T/7'f BARREL ~ YALL/£.5 R.EG1...5TE,€ W/fAT YALU£...5. 
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R.EALJ T/f.E 1/ALU£ RcG/5TcRf.O 0/V 'M - ~I _ ______J 
ReAL? T/7£ YALU.E RcGIST.CRfLJ 0111 N :__ _____ ____ '-1 __ ....J 
CON//.ERT TH£ rOLL 014//NG 1/AL Uf5 /.111 M/CROM.ET£R RfAD//VGS 
I 3 9 .L.Z 
4 ------ 8 ----- 76 ----- ..32 - ---
~ 64-------
CON//.CRT Thf /""OLLO//Y//1/G #/CRO.IW'c7cR RfA.OI/VG //VTO rRACTI0/1/...5 
.025 .312 i -- .09.37.5" -- . 390625 --
T IME STARTEO T/Nc CONPL.ETcLJ TOTAL T//Wc 
CLASS PATE TEAC/TcR.5 RE/'?ARX5 
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CENTfRI!VG ROUNO STOC/1 F"D/? #AC////11£ TU/?N/NG 
B c 
I. MAC/1/Nc OPeRATION A ...... IS CALLELJ 
2. T/Tc TOOL COMMONLY UScLJ ~OR OPeRAT/OIV A "";.5 CALL..££) 
3. I.NSTRUI'1EIVTS SOHCT/M.CS VSCO ro,.e LOCAT//VG T/7£: CENTC:R 
or RouNo STOC/( AR£ '8 N c ... A...V.o o -~ /VAM£ T//fN 
L:f /' 
-----------------~c # ________________ _ 
':0 H-------------
4. W/icN T/1c .11/0R/f 15 CcNTcRf.O //Y A TRUe RUN!VI/VG LAT/7f 
ClfUCX T/7'£ P/.CC£ .8fCONf.5 YfL/" CfNTfRf.O A/V.O /Vf£.0..5' /VO 
LAYOUT:-NOTE-C/RCLE ANSWeR TRU£ rALSf 
5. W/fiCh' TOOL / S M/SPLACEO /A/ T/7'£ roLL OW/IVG GROVP//Vt,7 
/ C£NTERPUJVC/1 2. CENTeR CAG£ 
.J. ceNTER squARe 4. c.cNT.CR.ORILL D 
6. COU/VT.CRS//VA"//VC BfYO/VO . T/7'£ OfPT// 0/"" T/7f A/VGL£ 
or T/7£ COU/YTfRS//V/r" '.8 " W/LL C/1/c T/lc L.AT/if C£/VTcR 
~ 1 NORE suRrAcE BEARING 0 
2. Le55 SURFACE .8eARINC 
T/#£ 5TARTe.O TIMe CONPLcTfLJ TOTAL T/Nc 
( 
CLASS LJAT£ TfAC/7'C:RS RcNARXJ' CRALJE 
I 
A 
.- r--------t 
DLL1 Dk?Avt/lv S'TEfL 
I /ri/YD Y N4TcRIAL TO 8£ c/S££) /5 : -
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_''o ~, 
.-r'8 " 
It'---_...---. - , / 
"''~ 
.__________, j_ 
J 
#ACii/N/NG TOLERANCE 
PLUS' OR #/NL-S 6~ 
2. ALL SIZES /lt't/ST .8~ /Tc.PT W/i,.-/1/N A PLL/.5' C..R /~/VuS' Y : -
4: T!-:E LAQGL'S T .ORAW//VC L//ANLTER /5' :- ___________ 1 ..... _---J 
6. T/1'£ SNALLfST P0551BLf LJ/AMfTfR /5: - ____ ______ -~~-~ 
7. WI/AT A £ 7/7£ LO/VGf..ST A!V.O 5/7'0RT£5T ?C.55/LJLE Lf/VCT/7'5 0/A~ ._I _ ____. 
8. CAN /ILL Lf/VCT/.7'5 L3.E 1/VCR.CAS£0 SIML/LTA!Vf01/5LY- Y£5 OR /VO 
9. WHAT /.5' T/1£ /VAN£ OR TY.P£ TOOL I/Sf£J /""OR J 
MAC/1/A//NG 'g":- ---------
10 WIIAT 15 Tttt: NAN.E OR TY.Pf TOOL t/5.E£J rOR, 
;o/AC/1//V/NG ''c 7-
II WIIAT 15 T/1£ .NAN£ OR TY?£ TOOL USEO roR, 
MACh'INI/VG'' LJ//:- ---------
TIMe STARTcO T!Mt: C"'MPL.ET£0 TOTAL TIMC 
STUDeNT CL ASS .OAT.E Tf AC/1ER S R.EMARKS GRAO£ 
LAT/7'£;r/N/S17 TURNING 
I 
Z> T.OO£ I -ooo 
4 
- ---8--- c. 
~ 
0 
'l~ D -J,- r- £- -. 
~ 
{
/ LOW CARBON STEEL 
/. NAT£ RIAL TO 8£ t/5£LJ /5 2/7/CII CARBON 5T££L 
. 3 /V£/T/YcR 
MAC/7'//VcRY STEEL I 
4 
2. OYeR ALL LENCTif/5 __________________ _____ \.._ _ ___, 
3. LA£GcST O/AM£TER Or ;_f /.S W///C/7 - /.250 OR /.255 _ _____ ._I __ ~ 
-1 5MAL L£5T LJ/AMETER Or f /5 f-1////C/7 -.-'19§ 0,.€ .SO.? __ _____ f._ _ _.,l 
II // \ 5 A LciVGTff /S _ ___________ .. _______ _ .___~I I 
6 WIIAT PART Or /:oo or A/V //VC/'7 15 .005..:. ___________ .._l __ ._.l 
. 
7 G/t/£ T//f LARGE.5 T '.8 "'L:J/AN.CTE.R ________________ ,.,__~ 
9. ~'f g;-z~;_~c~ e£~~~c-~- ~//~ :A:~c-:!~ ~~ ~~~1L:~s~ _ L-1 __ _. 
/0 :;~LJ~::::-%~C~ ~~~~££~ :~~ L_AR_G~~T-A~£J_ =~~L~S:._I __ ~ 
// NACH//V£ PIECE ACCORD//VG TO .5'PEC/.r/CAT/O/V.5 
TINE STARTEO T/Mf CONPLET£0 TOTAL 7/#c 
CLA55 OAT£ TcAC/7cR:S Rf#A.RKS 
I I I 
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TAPER TURNING - ROUC/1 
-..d 
--+ '~1~ 'i~f :~1\o ---+--- - ~·I 
L:---_---.:g L----_1_ 
~----- 4-----~+----- 2 ------~-----
/0 
TOOL STEEL 
I MA T£RIAL TO LJ£ t/.SELJ 15 _____________ L......-------...J 
2. OVERAL L LE/IIG7ll ;s! '--__ __.! LARGeST //.1VI5.1/.t'".O LJ/AN£T£R IS 
3. cYPReSS T/7'£ /VAM£ /OR T/7/S TY,Pf or. TURN/A/G 
4. Tl7c BEST ReSULT /OR Tt/R/11//VG' T.l/15 ..5//AP£ /S TO 
1) TVRN THC COMPOUNO 
2) orrSET TlfC TAILSTOCK 
5. T/7'£ /O.RMULA ./'OR Orr.ScTTI!VG A TAIL STOCK W/7cN TURN/IVG 
A TAP.Df? 15 
TOTAL Lf/VCT/t Or STOCK x 7-1'?£R P£R //VC/1 
2 
A)O£T£RMIA/f T/7c 0//".SfT /AI TERMS or T/70£/5/1/VOS 
13)CO/VJ/fRT T//1.5' ANSW£R//VTCJ T/7£ NEAREST 
FRACT/011/ THAT CA!V 8E REAO OA/ Tile RULE 
6. JOB T/IS!f:-
0.//"Sc"T TA/LSTOC/( A/VO TL/R/V P/fCc TO L?RAWI.NG SIZeS 
CJ 
CJ 
TINE START£0 TIMe COMPLeTeD TOTAL T/HC: 
NAMC CLASS LJAT£ Tc AC/7ER :S RE NARKS G/<?At:JE 
r/NIS/7 TAPER TU,{?_N/ NC 
#0-eS£ TAP££ 
. 608 PER ro OT 
- 0/A .. 778--
1.000~.005 
;'/ 
~-------------------- /0 -----=----------------~ 
I. T/1£ ABOJ/f P/fCc /.S TO BE C/5£0 /"'OR LATHE CeNTeRS 
W/fA/ /fiNO or STEEL 5/TOVLO 8£ t/..5£0 ? 
2. OET.ERN/IV£ T/7£ 0~~.5£T Or 7/7£ Vt/L'S'TOCK /"O.te 
Tt/R/V//1/C T.A?fR L?Y RVLc. 
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Or~.5£T= 
TOTAL LcNGT/i or sToc-K x 7AP£R .P£R .r-ooP 
2. X /2 
·3. WI Til t/5E or- /7A/VLJLJOOK .OET£RN!Nf /VVN8£R or- 7AP£R. D 
4. /IV W/7AT OTI't.ER NACifiNE 8£SI0£5 A LATH£ 15 A 
NORSe TAPER t/..5£LJ ? 
...J. /V~Mc O#f OT/TCR COI'1MOIVLY 1./S£..0 TAPeR. 
6. W/7£RE /.5 TH/.5 07/iC:R. TAPER L/5EO ? 
7. COI/I. 0 T/7'£ 7AP.£.R 8£ CL/T OT/7'.££ T//A!V CJY 
orr SETTING TO'c TJ-4/L STOCK 
8 . JOCJ TASK :-
T(/R/V AIV..O ,F/L f /"'/ /V/Sif TO r/T T/'/PfR GAGE 
TIM£ START£0 TOTAL T/A?"f 
CLA55 OAT£ '£AC1f£RS RENARKS 
D 
GRA !.:::: 
LAT/1£ 44 
ANGUL A..2 TU!<:!IVING 
''TRU£//VG UP CE/VTER5 
I 1/f£ OPERATION or TURN/NG UP A CENTER /5 .DON£ L3Y 
/ TAP£R TURN/NC 
2. ANGULAR TVR/V/NG ANS. 
2 . T/I.C /NCLUD.EO A/VGLc 0 /- A Cc/VTER 'A'' /S 
/. 30° Z. 4-So 3. 60° 4: 90° 
3 . T/TE LAT/7E CE/VTC:R /..5' /WAD£ rROM 
/. NAC/7'//VE 5TcEL 2. COLO .ORAW/V 57£EL 
3 . TOOL ..5Tc£L 
4. Td£ ANGL.C rae Af'AC/7//V/A/G A Cf/l/7£...€ /5 OBTA/NELJ 
LJY orrscTT//VG /. 7/7£ CAA-.R/AG.C 2. 7/-/f ,-:/1/L STOC/"\ ,__ _ ___, 
3 . T/7'£ CO~POO'/V..O 
5: T/7£ CO#POU/V.O RES,,. /5 GRALJVATf..O TO RfAO //V 
,.....------~ 
6 W/7/9 T S/ICULLJ T/T.C COM PC VNO R£AO f1//7£/V Rf.AOY 
TO ''TRVf G/.,0 R T//£ C£/1/TfR ? 
7 /5 /T 7/T.C GE/Vc.RAL POL/CY TO /7AR.£J..C/V T/7'£ /7£r105TOC/1 
CENT£k? ArTE£ ~AC///N/NG ? /. YfS 2. /VO jL_ _ __J 
8. /5 T/7£ 5AM[ POL/CY APPL /[0 TO T/7E 7AIL..STCCK CE/VTrR 
I I 
9. c .... 1PLA/N }'(7!/R O..CL0UCT/.....,/V TO ANSWERS 7 ANDB 
7/ME S'TARTEO TOTAL T/MC:: 
/V.AM£ CLASS 
LAT/iE- C/IUCI(/NG 
A. B. 
COMPLET£ ThE ,FOLLOW//VG' S£/VT.CNC£5: 
A U/V/1/cRSAL C/7VCK /.5 ONf W/70S£ JAWS 
AN /NDEPENOc/VT CHUCI( 15 0/V£ W/70S£ JAWS ------
T/1E AOYA/VTAGE or A t//11/Yc.RSAL C/7UCX /5 7/TAT ____ _ 
Th.E 0/SAOI/ANTAGE Or A UN/Y.C~S'AL C/TUCI( /.5' T/7'AT 
WliAT TY.P£ Or C/1UCff WOULO YOU CONS/OcR 'A,., AIVO LJ //? 
A . 
.B. - -
----------------------------------
JOL3 TASif:-
TRUC UP T/1L: rOLLOWING S/1APES Or NATE..€/AL WIT/fiN j 4 Or AN /NC/1' USING W//IC/IEI/ER CffUC/1 YOU T/7'/IVA" 8£S T 
/. ft?OUND 2. SQL/ARC: .3. /fCXAGON,1L 4. OCTAGONAL 
NOTe: C17'fCI( W/T/7' / /1/STRt/CTOR ArTeR .CAC/7' TAS/r N££TS T/7'£ 
RCqU/ R f #c!VTS 
TIM£ STARTC:O T/NE CONPLET£..0 TO TAL. T/NC 
/VAML CLASS LJATf TL"AC/tf.RS R£/VA..€K.5 CRAOC 
LATiiL" 
OR/LLING ~ HAC/71/YE REAM'I!VG 
OPL""EAT/OIY 
TO £)RILL MAC/7'//V£ REA# 
IN LATH£ /YAC/7'1/Vc riN/S/1 
ALL 01/L""R 
G£A,e BLA!¥)( 
CAST /RON 
. /. T/iE /?R5T OPeRATION Wff.CN MACHINING A BLAN/r AS SHOW/v' 15 , 
A. DRILL HOLE 
/3. #AC/7'/N.C /""ACE A" 
C. CENTER WIT/1 CENTER LJRILL 
2. T/ic SECO/VLJ OPERATION /.5 A, B OR C 
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3. ./lOW Mt./C/7' UNDERSIZE S/iOt./LD T/IE /10LC BE LJRIL L.ElJ TO ALLOW 
ro,e MAch'//VE R£AN/Nc 0 
4. G'/VE TWO CAUSES ~OR A R£AME..e CUTTING A h'OLE OJ/c.RSIZf 
A. 
------------------------~---------------------------------
~---------------------------------------------------------
5. AFTeR HACh'/NI/VG 'A.,//A!VO r/N/5/i REAN/NG' Tl'l£ HOLE7 T/ic /YfXT 
OPERA TIO/V 15 :-
A. TURN P/£CE AROVNO /.IV Ch'L/CX' AND ~Ac£ "o" 
8. PUT WO,€/f ON. AN ABBOR 
C. NE/THC£. 
6. lr ANSWeR 1.5 'c ~£.YPLAIN AIVSWER 
D 
7. JOB TASif : - TO MACI'IINC R.CAM rO,€ T/TE hOLC SIZE AIVO ri/V/S/1' 
MACHINE A LL 01/C/2 
TINE 5'TARTEO TIM£ CONPL£T£0 
A/A ME CLASS OAT£ T£ACh'£RS REMARK5 GRAD£ 
LAT!ff-b'OR//1/G 
/. IVJTE A// AND 8// SIZE 5: -ARc T/TcY 
.51Zf5 
TlfRUST COLLAR 
CCLO ORAW/V STefL 
47 
2 B Y W/7/C/7 N£7#0.0 f/1/c:?VL.O YO{/ #.AC//1/VE ///0'.5// A A/V£J'.BLJ!AN£7£R5 
A. DRILLING 
.B . .ORILLING A/V.O BORI/v'G 
C . .OR/LL//VG_, .BOR//VG A/V£J REAMING 
3 W/7/Ch' /11/Tc.R/VAL SIZE WOt/LLJ LJE #OST £//~~/CULT TO CO#PL£7L 
AND VV~Y-----------------------------------------------
'1. Tile 2~ ,lJ/AM.ETcR Mt/57 RUN £XACTLV CONCENTk'IC W/T/1 TITE //OLE. 
//OW /5 IT TO 13£ NAC/11;11£.0 
5. T//£ BACK .FACf MU5T ALSO RV/V TRUE W/77/ 7/7£ /"'RO/VT //ICc. 
//OW /5 T/7/5 TO 8£ ACCO/WP.L/.5/f£0 
6. JC£J TAS/1' 
#AC/11/VL T/7Rt/5T COLLAR ACCOR.O/IVG TO L7RAW//VG 
SPfCI//CAT/0/VS 
TINt: START£0 T/#c COIWPLL7f.O TO TAL 77/1-/C 
/VAM£ CLA55 .OA/E Tf"AC/TfRS Rf.-#AR%..5 GRAOE 
I 
LA T/7[- THR.EA/.7//VG 
3 
4 -/O /VC. 
/ T/7£ T/7R£AO AL3BR£V/AT/O/V TfR/Vf N C. /14cA/VS 
2. T/7£ T/7R£AO ABBR£///AT/0/V 7cRN /V r. MeANS 
3 
3. T/7L" 4 -/O AS 
C:JRC/1£/V 001/1/N 
S/701/1/N /N T/?'f Sff£ TC/7' /S 
TO /VcAN : :: FOR 
-/O TO M£AN 
4. T/T'E /NCLU0£0 ANGL£ A /' /5 30° : - TRUE OR FALS£ 
I 
5. G /YC T/7E CORR.E SPO/V.0//1/G I N.C. FOR 2 -20 /l/.r 
I 
6 T/7C U. S.S rORM or T/7R~AD /7AS A rLAT 
J 
AT T/7£ TOP AND BOTTOM W/7E/V CORRECT:-../l/1._ 
TRU£ OR FALS.E I I 
7. T/7'£ APPRCJVf/7 /f?'fT/;"CO cr CUTT/NG A 
THREAD //V A LAT/7'£ / ..5 bY r££ZJ//VG T/7£ 
COMPOUND /N AT AN ANGLE:-T.,<.-:>V£ OR FALSf r-1 -----. 
8. T/7£ TOOL FOR CUTT//VG A T/7'REAO /5 G*?OUND 
TO AN ACCURAT.C: A/VGL.E .BY t./.5//VG I/V/7AT GAG£ 
9. SeT UP //V T/7'£ LAT/7£ AND CUT B OT/7 
T/7RL:AOS AS S/701/V/V /N T/7£ ORAVV//VG 
T//W£ STARTE D T/NE CO~PLET£0 TOT.AL T//iff 
/VA ME CLA..5S OAT£ TcACHE,€S Rc/Y7ARKJ GRA.Oc 
I I 
L?.-9/LL G/?1/VOING 
c -\..s 
I. CfNTfQ 
" // A IS k/VOW/V AS : 2. CUTTING fOGE -
3. CON£ 
I. 58° 
ANCL£ Or L:J""/j: 2 . 59 .. 
3. 60° 
\. 
T/TE //cfL 0/" A L?R/LL /5' 7/?"E /?:JR77t:?/V .8AC/f Or L/P5 OR CI/77//1/C 
EOC£ - - -- -- - - - _ _ ___ ____ TRUE OR fALSE 
' . 
T/TL" L/P CL£ARA/VC£ /S T//f 5UR//4Cf Or PO//VT T/7AT /5 
CROtJ/V.O AWAY ../1/ST ·LJACK or 7//£ LIPS ___ TRUE OR /ALS£ 
T/1E S/fA/V/1 /S A!VO T/tfR WORD rOR :-
/. 7/1/VG -z. Wf/3 3 PORT/0/11 T/1/IT 17T5 /#TO 777£ 
SPINL/Lf OR CO'U'C% D 
T/7c CONNO/VLY l/5f0 J/1P£R S/tA/11/T /5 :-
, /8ROfl/# A/VLJ..5/7ARP£ 2.MOR5£ 3JAR/VO D 
T/l'c CLfARA!VCc .5(/R_,rAC£ Ll/fC/7 or T/7£ Ct/T77/VC LZJGE 
5/7'0VL LJ L3£ ·· -
t) 8°TO /2" 2) /2ro /5° 3)/57-o co'' ~) 25ro30°D 
WltAT WILL /7AP?.f# /r T/1£ S?££0 O,F fJRILL IS TOO CRfAT? 
. . 
JOB TASK :-TCJ ?RCJP£RLY GRI/VO A L?R/LL TO CUT W/Tii/N 
6~ Or AIV I!VC/1 
TIN£ START£0 · 77NE C0N/)L£T£LJ .TOTAL T/#£ 
57ULJc/VT CLASS LJAT£ TEAC/7'£RJ R£NARK.5 CRAO£ 
I I I J 
49 
• 
L AYCu T, U.-+:-1"-.:.., At'vi- NACniN£ R£AM 
s ,, 
ALL /IOLES / 6 ReAM 
A . ..8. C. 
./08 l/4SI< 
LAYCUT1 0~/LL, A/V.O NAC////VE ACCORD//VG TO A ";8""(::'' 
/ W/IIC/1'. or F/1£ /"O.LLOWI/VG TOOLS ARt: NOT /V£CLS.5'ARY? 
A PRO TRACTOR 
B C'O/II'Lli/VAT/Ok LJ.RILL AND COUN TERS!/VK 
C CEN TcRPVI'YC# 
0 ITA##E€ 
£ O IJ/ILJfk?5 
2 /5 T/7'/5 TRU£ OR rALSC ( 
T/lf .0/ STA/VC£ rRO# C£/VT£R TO C E!VTCR 15 /"Ot.//!/.?7 LJY 
0/1//0//Y'G TilE CIRCUMFERENCE LJY T/7£ /VVNBER OF /TOLL'S 
· 3 ThE FOLLOJ1///VG COIVS TA/VTS ARC S L/,PPLI£0 FOR Y&Cift? CO.NYEIV/E/YCC 
LCT S = 5/LJC 5 or A SQU/?RE = .707 D 
D ==- LJIAM£7cR S or A h'£XAGOIV ==,5C 
C =LJ/5TA/VC£ rRON S or AIV OC TAGON =.383C 
CORNE R TO CORIV£R 
-f Wh'A T /S T/7£ BEST R EAN£R S/Z£ PRILL FOR /{. R£AN 0 
5 AIOT£: Cl1cCI( 01/E.RA.LL LJ/# £1V510/V.5 QF /70LE5 . T/7£ 
.0/NL"AISI0/1/5 N!/ST COM.C 11//T/;T//V A TOL£RANC£ Or . 015 
T/1'1£ S TAR TED TINE COMPL£T£0 TOTAL TIN£ 
/VANE CLASS ZJA7£ 7cAC/I£RS .k!EffAR/T.5 GRA.O.C 
50 
\. ........ 
l 
OR/LL/NG AND TAPP/NG 
I 
8 
I TAPS A,QE /r/VOW/V BY T/TC/R .0/AMCT.CR AND 
2. . Tlf£RE A~£ 3 O/rr£RE/v'T K INOS or 7APS 
/.BOTTOMING 2. PLUC 3. 
3 . WlfAT IS MeANT 8Y T//.C #. C 5!AMPfD ON A TAP 
4. WliAT IS McAAIT LJY T//£ LEITERS /!/. r 
5 W//AT /5 #fA/VT B Y T#£ T..CRM ''TAP SIZe DRILL"! 
6. WIIAT /S NcAA/T ,87" ".cJOLJY 5/Z£ 7AP " 
7 11011/ WOULLJ YO U OL:TER#//Vc T/7£ TAP 5/Z£ DRILL ~OR A 
I " 
z -13 TAP 
JOL5 TA.SK:-LJR/LL A/VO TAP _r-o-e j N.C. TliR£AO 
OR/LL. A/VO TAP /'"OR z /1/.C. T/TR£ALJ 
T/1'/f 57ARTcLJ TOTAL T/;o/£ 
#AM£ 
r 
51_ 
5tfAP£R NAC/7'/N!!VG 
A!VGL/LAR 
' 
-I j_ 
~~----~~----~ 
I + I I I/ r - c 11~~ ; '' I 
.---- -- 2.. - ~-\ 4 
.52 
NA TERIAL : - CA5T IQO!V ., 
NAC!f!NI!VC T0LL£ANCE ;t :4-
NATfRIAL T(' BL" t/S£0 IS ________________ --------
ALL 011/L"O A/•tOU#T CF SIZ£ YARIATIO!V IS 
\J // ------------------
.0/#L""/VS/0.4 A /5 
\\// ---------------------------0/NENSION C 15 ____ _ 
A!VGLE "a " j5 _ _____ ----~ ~= ~ -----=---=--_-_-_-_--------
7:7'£ A/'v'G~E R07A7/0/V ,roR .5!7AP£.i! riEAO IS 
/.-SOo 2 .- ..30 ° 3.-.60a 
/77'~ .511"A/,C:£ LENGT/1 CF S TRCKE /5 5£77o,e---- -----------
2 /1 - 3 ·/- 9- // . 
---------- ~------------
AFTeR OlliE A/VGLE /5 ///VISit MACIIIN.:D, T/7£ P/fC[ S17o"ULO .5~ RLVfRSL.LJ 
1i1 Til£ V/c-£ 8£/"0R£ ;11"AC#/!V/A/C OPPOSITE SIOL" :- TRU£ CR rALSL" 
T/N£ STARTED TIM£ COMPL£ TEO TOTAL TIME 
STUDENT CLASS OAT£ TEACIIC:R S REMAR/1"S GRADE 
'- 53 
S/7APCE 
TO CUT /rcYWAY 
0 \...Lf ·~~=-=li--;==~·~:;_1 __ ____J 
t If_'_·· ~.-.... '~--- -?- -" ---.....,; - ;'' ..5-z ------~ 
T/7£ C.VTT//VC TOOL .VScLJ rOR ~AC/iiN/NG A ffEYWAY /S 
CROV/1/..?J 5/M/LAR 70 A Orr TOOL 
T/Te Pt./RPOSE Or T/7£ .DR/LLeLJ /TOLe /5 TO PROVIDe 
CLeARANCE ro.R Tile CUTT//VG TOOL AT T/7f f/V.O 
or T/7£ sTROke _ ___________________ YLS D /VO 0 
#OW ;Vt/5T T/i'E TOOL .Be LOCATCO WIT/I RcrfRENCc TO 
T/7'£ CfNTER Ll/11£ or T/7'E 5/'7ArT ___________ _ 
T/1E OEPT/7' Or T/7£ KfYWAY /.5 USUALt:Y T/1'£ SAMe AS T/7£ 
WIDT/1 ________________________ TR&c o.R rAL sz- ' I I 
W/7'AT WOL/LLJ YOU USc AS A GACc roR .O.C7£RM//W/VG 
T/l'c L/#IT 51Zc or T/7£ WILJT/7' or T/1£ /r'fYWAY 
A/VS. 
15 Tlfl5 TYPf Or /f'.CY A/VD keYWAY SONET/M£S 
RcrCRR£0 TO AS A W OOLJRUrr ~cY YES OR /VO ....__...J 
/r /V07; LJRAW A ..5/rcTC/7 or A WOODRU,F/' .ff'.CY D 
.10.8 TA5K:-
#AC/71/V..E lf'£YWAY TO .ORAWIIVG SPEC/r! CAT/0/VS. 
T/Nf START£0 T/Nf CONPLf.TfLJ TOTAL T/#E 
CLASS .DATE TeACheRS R£/VAR/<5 CR.AJ)c 
PL..A;V£R :-PLAN£ ANO AfvGULAR MACHINING' 
~~ 
'"' ~
Sz 
/. 
<?..5' --:;:-. 
C UNO£RN£ATh' SVRrACc 
~ 1-o 
--q 
MA~..;"t'i!NERY ST££L 
rllV/Sii ALL OVER 
NOTE:- ?;7'/S JOB IS TO B£ .00/V£ WIT/TOUT TH£ US£ O.F A 
L6'E. T/7£ /YATERIAL TO BE USED IS ..3"x·f"x.3o': 
lr 'iURrAC£ "c "IS NAC/1/N£.0 r//?ST, Wi;;L.'/7 Or Tac· 
/"-CLLOW!NG ARE IVOT NECESSARY ? 
BEORA/L~ JACi'lS , STRAPS, LJO.LTS OR ?IIVC/7'00 VNS 
VvlfEN NAC/11/V/NG T/7E 25 OAIVCLE T//f P/cr£ /S 
SUPPORTfO L3Y A CO/r.RESP0/11.0//VC A/VGL£ (SEE Sff£7cl'7') 
-
T/IV/E STA/?T£0 
--
--
WHAT PR08LEN //V CLON£TRY 
LJO£S T/-t/S SUCG£.5T _? 
£JATL' CLA..55 
I I I 1 I 
54 
Tl7'f PLANE£ 
MACHINING AN ANCL£ /RON 
AN ANGLE IRO;V /5 MAf)£ r.RON W/71C/J' ? A rORGINC 
A CASTING 
55 
L--_ ___Jl 
COMPLETf T/7/5 S£/VTE/VCE. ALL WORh'/A/G rACeS Or AN 
AN.GLC IRO /v' NUST L3f SQUAR£ -------------
W/7/C/f Or T/1f rOLLOJY//1/G' TOOLS ARc /VOT RcQU/R£0 
IIY T./7'£ .5'£70P /"OR T./7'/5 JOB 
STOPS 
CLAMPS 
JACI1S 
.5QUAR£ 
SHIMS 
CfNT.CR 17£AD 
MARX W/T/7 A CROSS (X) ThAT PORT/0/1/ 0/"" 7/7'£ A/J/CL£ 
IRON CALLEO T/?C RIB 
J OB TASI(:- NACh'IN£ 8 r/NIS/1'£.0 WORK//VG SUR.FAC£5 
Or AN A/VGLE /.ED/V. 
TIHC STARTELJ T/Nc COA1PLf7f£J TOTAL 7/NE 
NAME CLASS OATL" TEAC/TERS RcNAR/'15 CRAOC 
56 
~!'£LINC NAC/71/Y£-RAi/11 A#f} /ORN CC771/VG 
It---~ -A,_, ---.4•1 
~ 
J 
" ~~~ 1 
. l '----J_l_·w_t -I N/€ 8 4 
~1---z--~ 
/-'!ATC/2/AL TO 8C USED IS __ ---------------- .._1 ___ ---...J 
_,./1E PUQPOSf or USING TOOL ST££L 15 SO T/1AT T/7'£ 
PieCE CAN 8f _____ AN.O ____ _ I 
- - - - - - L-------l DIMENS/OtV :AN IS- _ · - - - - -- - - - - - --
EACH CONPLcT.E TURN or T/fC EL£VATION SCRcff 0/V 7//C 
. c J !VILL/NC MACit//Vf 15 ___________ --------- L__---1 
THE CUSTOMARY Ct./TTfR ROTATION A/VO WOR.H rCED 
I S AS 5!-IOWN BELOW 
CU TT.ER ROTA TIO/v' _________ 15 r/1/5 
~ FEfL:-u I wo-e~ 
TRt./c- OR /9:/L.S.C 
C=o:J 
JOB TASK- TO HACHI/V£' PIECE AS SHOWN !IV Sh'ETC/1 
TIME START£.0 TIM£ COMPL.ETE.D TOTAL T/N.C 
/VA Me CL ASS DATE TcAC/TER:S RENARK:.J' GRADe 
t 
NILL/NC NAC/1/NE -END N /L L ING 
I 
e-- ;"•1• 4 - ~ 
l_ 
(\J 
l 
I ~:~N d I . ~ -I-I <\J CT')-
l A ~ .._...__~ - 6----..1•  --h~ -
lfOL 0 .OOW/V STR AP 
#AC/7'//VEI2Y 5'TEEL 
II" 
I T/Tc i"6 SLOT 15 NAC/1/N fO W/T/1 W/tiC/7':- 8ROACf0 CIVO MILL~ £JR/LL, 
SlfCL L R cANE£ .L..'------' 
2. SLOT HILLING Or T/7/S TYPe /5 HOS T COIVI/f/VIENTLY OO!Vf /IV 
A N/LL/AIG NAC/7'//V£ 
3. WI'IAT ;s Tlfc L£/VcTa- or .0/..ST/INC£" 'A// D 
4. W/fAT WOt/LO YOV 'CO/VS/.0££ TilE r/RST OP.CRAT/0/V W//c/V 
~AC/f/#/IVG ThiS SLOT ----------------------------------------
5. rO.R W/TAT 5/ZE Or t30LT /..5 T/f/5' IIVTEN0£0 TO L3E ? 
6 . 
,., fl 
PLACE A 1/fRTIC!.E L//V.C TlfROt/Gii Tlf£ 
5TRAP AT T/1'£ PO//VT W/7cR£ T/Yf BOLT WILL /TOLLJ TO T/7£ 
LJ£..5T APJ/ANTAGE 
7 JOb' ?;4.5/(' :- #AC/T//Vc T/7C ..5LOT AS ?.CA? LJRAW//VG 
T/#.E .START£0 TOTAL TIHE 
#AM£ CLASS LJATE TcAC/7'ERS RE#ARKS CRAOE 
I I 
MILLING . MACHIN!: /NO£X/NC 
r-12 PITC/i -18 TC.ET/1 
/VATfRIAL CAST IROIV 
/. T/IE TERM ':,0/TC/1// A5 APPLIED TO A GEAR. RcrcRS TO 
A. OUT SILJE D/AMET££ 
8. ROOT 0/AMET££ 
C. /1/t/NBER Or T.EET/7 TO INC/I or P/TC/1 0/AIV.CTE,e l......____. 
2 . ADDcNDcN r .OfLJf/VfJUM "~' CLEARANCE .O.E TERH/N£ ------
3. STAT£ /7'0W YOt/ WOULD LJETERMINC T/TE LJ.EPT/7 0/" A TOOT/? 
TO BE CVT 
"1:. /?OW NANY GEAR TOOT/1 Ct/TT£R5 TO A ''seT// B-/0-/2. D 
S. IN 1/VOf XING W/T/7 A LJII//LJ/NG /Y.EALJ/ /tOW NANY TVR/115 
WOt/LO YOU' Tt/RN roR MACh'/N/NG 
I. A SqUARE 
2. A!V OCTAGON 
3. A /1CXACON 
4. A N /8 TOCT/1' CcAE 
6 JOC3 TAS/1:- 2. 
A. SE T Qt/AORANT .FOR .9 O.F A TU/2!1 
B. CUT GEAR LfL.A/V/1 /"OR /1/L""CES..SARY TEET/I 
TIM£ S TARTfD T/Nc COMP£-t;T£0 TOTAL T/#E 
. 
/VAN£ CLASJ LJAT£ T.EAC/7ER :.S R£NARk"5 GRAOE 
I I I I 
GI?//V..O//VG 
.749 .753 
TAPeR 
I " --li6 _ __ _ 
/,F S/ATz.O //VCORRfCTLY, //V..5.CRT )"'CY/R A/V..5WER 
0/"" JI"/TAT #AT.CR/AL /..5 7/7/.5 7CCL #ALJE / 
5/?'C 'LO /7 LJE #AROE/VfD? 
E\P ... A//11 T/7'[ R£A50 N rcR ,7/[ TAPeREO 0/A/W.CTcR 
/ ReASON rOR .749 
2 . R~ASCN rOe .7S.3 
T/7'E rRACT/ON .5/Zc /.5 ALWAYS STAMP££) AT W/7/C/7 f/VD .·-
:4 ,, DR B -:- . . . . . . . . . 
. .....•. .. . '-------l 
WhAT /..5 T/7c /t!AM.E Or The TOOL U.SEO TO TRU£ T/7£ 
WheeL . . 
JCE TASK: -· 
/. TRUE T/7E Wh'fEL 
2. GRINO M/CkJO/WETfR S/Zf 0/"" L?/AMfT.CR 1/1//T/7'/N .005 
or SP£C//"/CAT/0/J/S 
T/g.E .5TART.E.O 7/M.E CO/W'PL.CT£0 TOTAL T/Mc 
59 
CL A..55 OAT£ TfAC/7cR:.J" ReMAR/r"5 G/?A!/£ 
___ L_ J_ L_ _ __ T.=J 
60 
rORG/NC 
HARDENING AA/0 TcMPCR//VC 
orr-s.cr 
SCR.CWLJR/YER 
COMPL.t:Tf Tli!S S£/VTf!VCC: 
TH£ ARRA/VG£#£NT 0/""" T//.E 8L/1LJES or AN Or.FS£7 SCREWLJR/1/ER 
NAffcS / T POS'S/BL£ TO 
Tl-tE 1-tARO.C/V/NG TfMP£RATuRf 0/"/f/V R£/"""cRR£.0 TO AS 
''cHEERY ..<?cLJ // /5 APPOXIHAT£LY /tOW /W'A/VY LJ£G/?c£S .? 
900 °rA/7. //00 a /"A/7. /300 orA/f. /SOO o rAil. 
''TEMP£R/#G ///5 The PR0(.,'£55 or ALJJ(/5T//VG 
------ TO SUIT T/7£ .5.,0fC//"/C WORI( Or 7/T.C TOOL 5. 
W/T/7 Tr/E A5S/5TA/VC£ or T/TE /7ANOBOOK /"//VO T/IE r/fAT 
/V£C£55ARY TO NAKc ".!'/G/77 5TRAW// I I DARK STRAW// ..-1 - ----. 
'BLt/£ STRAW // I I 
W/IAT /S At"CANT BY ANNeAL ING // 
J OL3 TAS')(: -
/""O~G£ -/TA..e.O£/V A/VLJ TEMPeR. AN orrs£T 5CRC:f1/~R/I/£.£ . 
T/NE 5TARTcLJ T/Mf COMPLET£.0 TOTAL T/NE 
CL.A55 .OAT£ TcACh'E.R5 R£NARx5 G£A£JE 

